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* Information on the possible use of fabrics from the Studio Design offer - table page 9

CODE EUR

The construction is a permanent element of the set, to the construction SS CHAIR should be chosen.

1 2 3 4 5

* Information on the possible use of fabrics from the Studio Design offer - table page 9

The element is an integral equipment of the SSD BASE. There is no possibility of independent purchase.

CODE EUR

The blockade - a nylon belt securing the leaning out of a suspended chair ●
Metal slings powder painted in the color of the construction ●

Before using the Social Swing furniture set, read the enclosed instructions.

Studio Design

SSO BASE 2 317 2 415 2 554 3 085 3 427

remix 2SSO BASE

Type of fabric

bond, sawana pastel, roccia blazer, crisp, 
fame, synergy, 

synergy SD*

Base
Powder painted construction in color RAL 9010, RAL 9005, RAL 7024 (MAT STRUCTURE). Upholstered 
walls

SS CHAIR

●

Floor - wooden construction placed on a metal frame, finished with synthetic grass and mask in the color 
of the construction ●

Type of fabric

bond, sawana charles,  
charles SD*,  

fighter, pastel, 
roccia, sawana 

pik

blazer, crisp, 
fame, synergy, 

synergy SD*

remix 2 Studio Design

Suspended chair (1pc) - chair - natural veneer in the color of American walnut + an upholstered pad on 
the seat and backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.) FORZ ○ +57

613

Base
A suspended chair (1pc) - chair - natural veneer in the color of oak + an upholstered pad on the seat and 
backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.) FDAB ●

SS CHAIR (1 szt.) 463 475 492 560

Recommended retail prices in EUR exclusive of VAT ● STANDARD ○ OPTION

Ďđď
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* Information on the possible use of fabrics from the Studio Design offer - table page 9

CODE EUR

The construction is a permanent element of the set, to the construction 2 pieces of SS CHAIR and 1 piece of SSD TB (optional) should be chosen.

1 2 3 4 5

* Information on the possible use of fabrics from the Studio Design offer - table page 9

The element is an integral equipment of the SSD BASE. There is no possibility of independent purchase.

CODE EUR

The blockade - a nylon belt securing the leaning out of a suspended chair ●
Metal slings powder painted in the color of the construction ●

The element is an integral equipment of the SSD BASE. There is no possibility of independent purchase.

Base CODE EUR
Metal base powder painted in the color of the construction ●

Melamine (coloring according to the Bejot' pattern book) ●
HPL White with black core ○
HPL Black with black core ○
Solid oak wood ○
Before using the Social Swing furniture set, read the enclosed instructions.

Table top

SSD TB
Type of top

Melamine
 (table top thickness 18 

mm)

HPL
 (thickness of the  table 

top 10 mm)

Oak
 (the thickness of the 

table top 27mm)

SSD TB 254 396 475

Base
A suspended chair (1pc) - chair - natural veneer in the color of oak + an upholstered pad on the seat and 
backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.) FDAB ●

Suspended chair (1pc) - chair - natural veneer in the color of American walnut + an upholstered pad on 
the seat and backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.) FORZ ○ +57

Studio Design

SS CHAIR (1 szt.) 463 475 492 560 613

SS CHAIR

Type of fabric

bond, sawana charles,  
charles SD*,  

fighter, pastel, 
roccia, sawana 

pik

blazer, crisp, 
fame, synergy, 

synergy SD*

remix 2

Base
Powder painted construction in color RAL 9010, RAL 9005, RAL 7024 (MAT STRUCTURE). Upholstered 
walls ●

Floor - wooden construction placed on a metal frame, finished with synthetic grass and mask in the color 
of the construction ●

Studio Design

SSD BASE 4 944 5 188 5 532 6 834 7 593

remix 2SSD BASE

Type of fabric

bond, sawana pastel, roccia blazer, crisp, 
fame, synergy, 

synergy SD*

Recommended retail prices in EUR exclusive of VAT ● STANDARD ○ OPTION

ĎđĐ



ScPi
ScPi ScPi ScPi ScPiScPiScPi

ScPi

ďĔčč 1150

2200

NaSi

NaOp

1.
ScPi - wall

2.
NaSi - seat overlay 
NaOp - backrest overlay

First colour of 
the fabric

Second colour of 
the fabric

SOCIAL SWING DOUBLE   suspended chair system

Ďđđ



SOCIAL SWING ROUND   suspended chair system

1.
ScPi - wall

2.
PaS - ceiling panels

3.
Si+Op - bench

4.
NaSi - seat overlay 
NaOp - backrest overlay

5.
SSR TB - table base

First colour of 
the fabric

Second colour of 
the fabric

Third colour of 
the fabric

Fourth colour of 
the fabric

Fifth colour of 
the fabric

PaS

ScPi

ScPi

ScPi

ScPi

PaS
PaS

NaSi

NaOp
Op

Si

Op

Op
Si

SSR TB

Examples of configuration:

3600

3600

2100
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* Information on the possible use of fabrics from the Studio Design offer - table page 9

CODE EUR
●

The construction is a permanent element of the set, to the construction there must be selected appropriate elements.

bond, sawana pastel, roccia blazer, crisp, 
fame, synergy, 

synergy SD*

Studio Design

10 605

remix 2

Base
A metal construction upholstered with fabric
Floor - wooden construction placed on a metal frame, finished with synthetic grass and powder painted 
metal mask in colors RAL 9010, RAL 9005, RAL 7024 (MAT STRUCTURE) ●

SSR BASE

Type of fabric

SSR BASE 7 145 7 457 7 898 9 545

Recommended retail prices in EUR exclusive of VAT ● STANDARD ○ OPTION

Ďđē
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* Information on the possible use of fabrics from the Studio Design offer - table page 9

The element is an integral part of SSR BASE equipment. There is no possibility of independent purchase.

CODE EUR
Upholstery 2- seater sofa ●

1 2 3 4 5

* Information on the possible use of fabrics from the Studio Design offer - table page 9

The element is an integral part of SSR BASE equipment. There is no possibility of independent purchase.

CODE EUR

The blockade - a nylon belt securing the leaning out of a suspended chair ●
Metal slings powder painted in the color of the construction ●

1 2 3 4 5

* Information on the possible use of fabrics from the Studio Design offer - table page 9

CODE EUR
Upholstered pouf with a fi 1000mm top ●

Melamine (coloring according to the Bejot' pattern book) ●
HPL White with black core ○ +155
HPL Black with black core ○ +155
Solid oak wood ○ +280

Before using the Social Swing furniture set, read the enclosed instructions.

SSR SOFA

Type of fabric

bond, sawana charles,  
charles SD*,  

fighter, pastel, 
roccia, sawana 

pik

blazer, crisp, 
fame, synergy, 

synergy SD*

Studio Design

SSR SOFA 623 683 767 1 051 1 168

remix 2

Base
A suspended chair (1pc) - chair - natural veneer in the color of oak + an upholstered pad on the seat and 
backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.) FDAB

Base

SS CHAIR

Type of fabric

bond, sawana charles,  
charles SD*,  

fighter, pastel, 
roccia, sawana 

pik

remix 2 Studio Design

SS CHAIR (1 szt.) 463 475 492 560 613

blazer, crisp, 
fame, synergy, 

synergy SD*

Suspended chair (1pc) - chair - natural veneer in the color of American walnut + an upholstered pad on 
the seat and backrest (maximum load on the seat is 150 kg.) FORZ ○ +57

remix 2

●

Base

Table top

Studio Design

SSR TB 354 380 419 551 595

SSR TB

Type of fabric

bond, sawana pastel, roccia, 
charles, charles 

SD*

blazer, crisp, 
fame, synergy

Recommended retail prices in EUR exclusive of VAT ● STANDARD ○ OPTION
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